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Foreword

The idea for the Continuing Nursing Education in Computer Technology project
emerged in early 193 during a conference sponsored by the University of Texas at
Austin School of Nursing. The need for a regional activity to help nurse educators
become proficient in the use of computers to support and strengthen nursing educa-
tion was apparent in the informal discussions about the rapid expansion of computer
use in health care settings, the need for graduates who were computer competent, and
the potential of computers to help faculty use time more efficiently in the learning en-
vironments. The (xomputer could relieve faculty of many tedious tasks, freeing them to
become more creative in their interactions with students.

Following the informal discussions during the conference in Texas and more focused
presentations at the 1983 annual meeting of the Southern Council on Collegiate Educa-
tion for Nursing, the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) submitted a pro-
posal e nd was awarded a Special Project Grant by the Division of Nursing, Health
Resources and Services Administration, U.S. Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices in March 1985. This publication provides (1) a summary of key issues addressed
by workshop and conference speakers and (2) an overview of some of the activities,
ideas, and concerns explored during the three-year project period.
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Computer Technology in
Nursing Education

Throughout the project activities, experienced computer users challenged nurse
educators to use computers, but to use them wisely, and to give serious attention to
their roles in developing and shaping the information systems of tomorrow. Nursing
leaders were charged to do more than managethe charge was to set direction and
allocate resources. In a similar vein, speakers urged that issues regarding the
technology be considered in terms of "when and how" rather than "if." The increased
use of computer technology in general education and in health care delivery systems
makes it imperative that nurse educators become proficient in the use of computers.
The rapid expansion of the technology in health care settings increases the need for
nurse educators to become competent, as well as prepare graduates who are compe-
tent, in the use of computers. Use in other disciplines for instructional purposes
demonstrates the potentials of this technology to increase efficiency and effec-
tiveness in nursing education.

Data from three surveys, directed specifically to college-based nursing programs in
SREB states, reveal significant increases in computer use. In 1983, informal reports
showed a "surge of interest in computer technology" and a formal report
documented concerns, needs, and a high level of interest among nurse educators
regarding computer technology. A majority of the administrators of college-based
nursing programs had little or limited knowledge about computers. Most reported
that nursing majors used the computer for some of their pre-nursing instruction; less
than 15 percent reported nursing majors using the computer for nursing instruction.

However, the results of surveys in 1985 and 1987 indicate that more computers had
become available and were being used by nurse educators and students. In fact, the
results of a questionnaire (Appendix 1) administered to the nurse administrative
heads at the 1987 annual meeting of the Southern Council on Collegiate Educatior.
for Nursing indicated a majority (87 percent) of the respondents (n=55) were cur-
rently using computers and had a personal computer at home. Most respondents
reported between 25 and 50 percent of their work being done with the microcom-
puter. Although a majority still claim to have "limited knowledge," 31 percent
asserted they Nere "highly knowledgeable."

Relative Advantage of Computer Use
Perceptions of the relative advantage of computers vary. Skeptics, cautious optimists,

and enthusiasts are terms that characterize most educators. Awareness of the significant
roles of the computer influences its use to a great extent. Three important areas merit atten-
tion. First, computers are critical tools in the acquisition and generation of information.
Secondly, computers have important instructional roles, in class and out, to help people
learn. The third area concerns increased personal productivity of faculty and staff in profes-
sional work and of students in academic work and subsequent careers. Project activities
directed attention primarily to the roles of computers as tools to enrich personal productiv-
ity and to deliver instruction.



Instructional Purposes
Nationwide studies of the impact of computers indicate that computer-assisted in-

struction (CAI) and computer-managed instruction (CM I) have a positive influence
on learning. The most frequent instructional uses of computers are drill and practice
sessions, tutorial programs, and other applications (Figure 1).

/1NiI
FIGURE I

Instructional Uses rof Computers

Drill and practice Provide opportunities for
applicatkms students to review and

repeat information as many
times as they nest

Tutorial applications Guide learning to correct
interpretation of the
inftwmatiOn. Students can
take charge of their own
leamingprooseding at
their own Pam

Other applications
(programming, word
vrocessing, games,
graphic packages, and
mathematical modeling)

Help students develop
critical thinking skMa and
intellectual comprehension

The advantages of the computer as an instructional tool include its high motiva-
ional value and capacity to generate positive interest in classrooms and informal

learnieg situations and its interactivity. When using good computer-based learning
modules, because they work at their own pace, students can progress to new
materials faster. Computers free faculty from repetitive tasks so that they can re-
channel their abilities to new areas and interact with students-helping them stretch
their minds.

Communication Networks
This technology can be used to transmit instruction (and other information)

beyond the boundaries of an institution. For example, with a long distance hook-up
and the flick of a modem switch, instruction in a particular discipline flashes on a
screen. A professor over a hundred miles away explains problems and how to solve
them. The system sends a still framQ video image from one classroom to another.
Teachers and students speak to one another, send information back and forth, and
change the graphics which appear on a television monitor. This interface of
technology and education can help placebound students and faculty attain goals
easier. Test results indicate students perform as well or better with this modality as
with the traditional methods.
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The University of Southwestern Louisiana College of Nursing at Layfayette, the
University of Texas at Austin School of Nursing, and the University of Texas
Medical Branch at Galveston School of Nursing demonstrate computer capabilitoas
in the dissemination of information via electronic bulletin boards. These institutions
have equipped computers with a modem that allows a connection to be made via
telephone. Thus, a personmany miles awaycan activate the systems. Since these
activities can occur at any time, users are not time bound.

NIX (318-231-5621). The University of Southwestern Louisiana College of
Nursing established an electronic bulletin board to facilitate the exchange
of computer-related information among nurse educators within the SREB
states. NIX provides information about software reviews and computer-
assisted instruction used by faculty in the College of Nursing. For example,
the McGraw-Hill Authoring System program was used to develop in-house
drill and practice programs in basic mathematics skills and pharmacology.
Faculty throughout the region are invited to share set ire reviews via this
board. The board, located in the Learning Resource t, ater of the College of
Nursing, uses an IBM/PC with 256 kb, two disk drives, an Avatex 1200HC
modem, IBM DOS 2.10, and RBBS-PC Version CPC 14.1C communications
software. The required baud rate for the modem is from 300 to 1200. (See
Figure 2 for information essential for use.)

FIGURE 2

Poramotors for NIX

Dial 318-231-5621

Set communications software to: 8 data bits/1 stop bit/no parity

Enter thee* parameters during sign-on to bulletin board:

FIRST name (return)

LAST name (return)
Type of system (return)
City, State (return)

Enter the following to connect to the bulletin board:

R (Press return) for <R> egister
1st Password: RAGIN CAJUN (return) (use caps]
2nd Password: RAGIN CAJUN (return) (uee caps)

Respond Y (return) If your terminal can display lower case or N (return) if your terminal cannot display
lower cue.

Respond N (return) for < n> one graphics wanted
Respond X (return) for <x> modern Ole transfer
Respond N (return) for want nulls? "No"

The user will be logged into the IN Iletin Board Serwice and snould follow system menu prompts to use the pro-
gram effectively. The system operator is Bryan Gulibeau. (Voice communication is via 318-231-5649.)
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SONsNET (512471-7584). A national (actually international) bulletin board is
now available through the University of Texas at Austin School of Nursing
for public use. (See Figure 3 for the necessary parameters for use.) This board
enables communication among numerous points in the United States, South
America, and Canada. In addition, it can be used for announcements of
continuing education events, research symposia, and other conferences or
workshops. The following national conferences are available:

AIDS/AIDS-Related Complex
Medical Grand Rounds
Abled-For-Disabled Individuals
Questions and Answers About Nursing
Educator-For-Pr.lfessional Educators
Apple-For-Apple 2E & 2C Users

BAUDiATE My modem up to MOO bawls
Commenioallone software paramstarm dits bitsino paribitt slop bit

Old 512471-71(14

The SON9IE1 "pew on tresemen. The computer WI elide following "mations. Ikpply themeeseriery infermstion.

What is your fket *Met

Mat le your last navies?

<The commuter wet confirm this information. hop >

Mem type your city and state

Wed your some passerard ft pessword muM be a single word boo spew). It am be es long as 18
character* and Gen indult, Wks% riurnbers, or punctuation. Uwe" no Mama between toper wee
and lower ore litters.) Fl kostruolions on the sores& The commuter sill vasty Ms moms.

Does Your system support Met &men Oontrols? (y.n,? Rol II you do not kautu, prole ? ?of mop.
Read the explanation and answer y or n.

Does your lintem simpog 0.11 tull mom editor tym,?a, Help, This "motion may be mimed depending
upon yow snow to the last quaMion. CPUS has two bat* rr~ edam The system wants to
know whidt one wIN be used. You may domes eltherusurey an mIud edit*" is sufficient.

y a OPed is a full-screen message editor. It is *Mid, to a text editor. If you End a mistake, you
just move the °wear to the mistake and owed 0.

n vt LORE is the lineolented editor familiar to most bulletin board subscribers. You type one iine
af message at a time. You cannot move around on the semen and make changes.

Use OPed full-screen editor? itn,? HIM Mips y to use OPed (fullicroon mimes 400 aid rl to uoll
LORE Oineoriented editor). You mey use either, but for most impiketions amine *Ming is adequate.)

The SONNET logo semen should appear. Help menus can be accessed by typing ? on most mewl. The help
menus assist users in learning to move around the bulletin board more quickly.

If you have any problems contact the system operator. The system operators (MOM are Betty Skaggs or John
Fritz. (Voice communication Is via 512471-7311)

RBI' COPY AVAILABLE
4
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PRN U.T. Net (409-761-1802). The PRN U.T. Net Bulletin Board system pro-
vides a means for students and faculty at the University of Texas Medical
Branch School of Nursing at Galveston to communicate using computers
with the existing telephone system. It currently operates with an Apple Ile
computer, an Apple 300/1200 baud modem, four disk drives, and Applenet
software. After dialing 409-761-1802, the "connect" matches the user's
modem' .mud rate. The user will be asked to type the password and to
follow instructions. Since the board is used by a variety of people, some
parts are not available to everyone. If a user types B, a list of the available
boards will appear on the screen. Typing "bye," "off," or "end" results in a
fast log-off.
Users can scan boards, leave private messages, post public messages,
download and upload files, and leave other written communication.

The PRN U.7'. Net system also provides announcements, features of interest, a
voting bcoth, and other types of information exchange. For example:

Students can "pick up" a private comment from an instructor concerning
an assignment.
An instructor can leave additional work for a group of students.
Faculty can add support to a peer's arguments in the "round table" discus-
sion on a prearranged topic.
Participants obtained information and registered for the regional project's
basic workshops.

Voice communication is currently through the Center for Educational Com-
puting of the School of Nurs;ng. The system operator is Douglas Haskin
(409-761-4807).

Approximately 100 institution6 in the region have access to national and international
networks via the BITNET system. Others have local area networks through which fac-
ulty in different locations can communicate with one another. Several dears of nursing
read their "electronic" mail daily.

These examples demonstrate a few of the capabilities of the computer as part of a grow-
ing telecommunications network which has worldwide reach. Other more creative uses
will be developed as nurse educators learn to use the networks and realize the potential of
this method of communications.

Deciding Factors
Instructional Uses

The decision to use computers as instructional tools should be based on sound
educational principles. If incorporation of computer technology in a curriculum is a
desired goal, then the following questions need to be considered:

What are the expected educational outcomes? Are these realistic?
Does the instruction require computer technology?
What other teaching strategies work best with computer-assisted instruc-
tion (CAI)?

a
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How can CA I be used creatively?
What mix of CAI and other instruction is optimal?
What kind of learners do best with CAI?
How many microcomputers are necessary for student use?
Who is developing courseware?
Who should develop courseware?
Is it really worth all the tune, expense, and effort?

The disadvantages associated with computer use cannot be ignored. For example,
the tool may not be appropriate for all learners or all learning activities. Some
materials may be presented more efficiently and effectively with other teaching
modalities. Therefore, faculty are encouraged tc "proceed with caution."

Installation and maintenance expenses can prohibit extensive use. In addition to
determining the number of computers needed to accomplish the desired outcomes,
electric power supplies, disks, paper, ribbon, furniture, repairs, and replacements are
items to be remembered before installation. Also, support personnel and security
measures cannot be overlooked.

Legal and ethical issues are inevitable as faculty (and students) plan and use the
technology. Copyright and copy protection are important issues in software purchase
and use. Software ownership may become a problem for developers in some settings
if institutional policies are not clearly delineated or publicized. Protection of privacy
is a concern where many individuals have access to the same data base.

Non-instructional Uses

Plans for non-instructional uses demand the same kind of careful scrutiny of who-
what-where issues as those for instructional uses. The kinds of non-instructional uses
must be clearly delineated. The computer can be an efficient way to generate reports,
maintain records, prepare documents for publication, or prepare course lectures.

In sum, the advantages and disadvantages of computer use must be examined
carefully. Decisions should be based on sound rationale specific to the needs of a par-
ticular institution rather than marketing hype and efforts to "keep up with everyone
else." Ideally, the purposes of computer use dictate the type of equipmentsoftware
and hardwareneeded. Some tips (Figure 4) regarding purchases and decisions can
help prospective users avoid some pitfalls.

1 2
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FIGURE 4

Tips For Prospective Computer lima

List m possible ussa ot die amputer. The purpose of using the computer is an ~dam
issue to be aodressed at mai levels. CorefUl delinestIon of the potential uses establishes the
promise for decisions ncardirig toilworn and hardware. Prospective was with a "blueprint"
can avoid tooling some unneoessary software purchase.

Lam the amputate of a system le ammoniate snags* wilt pews and sees mpreesn-
Maui OVORISO of con'outer jargon is not a sign of =molder competent* especially if used
inaccurately. However, some basic Wmcentral processing unit, Molitor, disk, herd drive,
graphics board, cables, disk wending system (DMshould become a put of user's
languaoe when discussing problems and needs. Appropdate use may save time and money.

Identify existing systems to avoid unnecessary dupliostion or dIfRoulliss with rumpus support
because of differenose in type of equipment. It is helpful to list the advantages and disadvan-
tages of using the same system that the Institution has adopted. The institution may have
available labs and other resources that will assist the nurse educator (and student). Other
computer users within the institution might share their experiences regain:Mg those inevitable
hurdles to be encountered as the technology is installed and used.

Review information and ask questions about Airdrome and software requirements. The
documentation that accompanbe hardware and software packages is written by and for
technicians. The omission of one word can crate havoc during installation procedures or ac-
tual use of the equipment or application. (ft is helpful to have an Interpreter" to decipher
some of the instructions.)

Inquire about company policies mording updates and reploosnunts. Some parts may need to be
replaced before (and after) the warranty. Some dealers provide rebates and extended warranties.

Damao before "upgradkvo" If the new %Neese and bels" are molly necessery. New relearns
of software pecksges will males the most recent purchase obsolete. It is cost-saving to differen-
tiate between "nice to have" and "need to have" features.

Chid( for &voluble support salon following the purchases. Does the 803number wok? is there a
local numbee? ke proficient computer users available on the canpus or in the nursing program?

Talk with other experienced users to lam about their good and bad experiences. Through
meetings, publications, and joint efforts, computer users can learn much from one
another. it Is not always necessary to re-Invent the wheel.

Budget for maintenance costs. The "hidden" costs of computer use cannot be ignored.
Electric power supplies, space, paper, ribbons, furniture, and personnel are some items to
be remembered before delivery of the computers.

Test products, If possible, to determine if these fit particular needs. Users need to "experi-
ment" before final installation to see If the product meets the manufacturer's claims as
well as user requirements.

Include prospective userstesching and non-tesching--in discussions about possible
purchases. User involvement is a critical factor In successful implersntation later. The
overall purpose of computer use and size of the staff dictates, to a great extent, who will
have the greatest involvement.=11k

7
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Software: Selection and Development
Software Selection

Time and money are inevitable constraints for many nursing faculty who want to
examine software packages before "adoption." Few publishers permit a complete
review prior to purchase of software packages; mast limit review to a demonstration
disk. Therefore, questions about the "best" software came up during all project ac-
tivities as faculty sought courseware (and hardware) recommendations from the "ex-
perts" in efforts to avoid making "bad" choices. The "hands-on experiences" of the
project were valued because they allowed faculty some opportunity, though limited,
to "try" equipment and computer applications.

The need for standard criteria to assess the computer applications became evident
at the first workshop. (A number of evaluation formsof varying length and content
depthwere available for use [or modification].) However, most faculty agreed that
decisions were based too often on infol mal and disorganized evaluations. What is
quality software? Kathleen J. Mikan rroposed the following definition at the first
seminar (Natchez, Mississippi):

"...a computer program which provides a purposeful, valued, well-designed,
interactive, cortent-accurate, motivational learning experience that
capitalizes on the potentials of the computer, responds to a variety of user
input, and facilitates the achievement of desirable predetermined outcomes
by a target population efficiently, effectively, and creatively."

This definition was shared with nurse educators throughout the SREB region. It
established the parameters for the evaluation tool that was developed at a second
seminar in Atlanta, Georgia (Figure 5). (This tool, representing the thinking of nurse
educators throughout the SREB states, has been widely distributed.)

Ideally, decisions about software should be based on desired outcomes. Recommen-
dations for software purchases-utility and generic-should not be left to the discre-
tion of one or two individuals. All faculty who plan to use the computer as an instruc-
tional (or non-instructional) tool should help to assess and select software. Group
reviews may be the most efficient method in some settings.

Software Development
Although recent technological advances have made development of courseware

easier and cheaper to do now than several years ago, the amount of time needed to
develop a program remains a major obstacle. If faculty decide to develop an applica-
tion, some hints about development (Figure 6) emphasize the need to have well-defined
educational goals before beginning the project. As one developer advised, "Figure out
what the problem is before trying to solve it." A software package should be fun, have
wide applications, challenge people, and catch the imagination of users.

iblishers should be given honest appraisals of software packages. Identifying
problem areas and the desired characteristics of software packages can help to
eliminate ineffective products. Written appraisals are likely to receive better
responses than verbal exchanges with sales representatives during conventions or
site visits.

8 1 4



FIGURE 5

COMPUTER SOFTWARE EVALUR1ON

Oua lily software is a computer program which provides a purposehd, valued. welklesigned. interactive. content-accurate. motivational teaming experience that
capitalizes on the potentials of the computer. responds to a variety or user input. and facilitates the :hisvomant of desirable predetermined outcomes by a target
population efficiently effectively. and creatively

Title of program.

Source. Mdress.

Date procluced: COat: Program version'

Suggested running time: lYpe of computer:

DOSE I 0521 ] Other [ ] Memory: K Number disk drives required: 1 [ ] 2 [ ]

Hard disk: Required [ ] Preferred [ ] Monitor/Display: Mono [ ] Color [ [Required Adapter: 1 Printer: Yes f I No [ ]

Videodisc: [ Video Interface [Manufacturer): Videotape player: ( ier equipment required.

AtIdltional instructional materials required:

Program copyrighted: Yes [ ] No [ I Back-up copy: Yes [ ] No [ ]

COMMENTS OF REVIEWER

Program type (i.e., tutorial, drill, and practice):

Student Level: AD [ ) BS ) Higher Degree [ ] Other [ ]

Program runs with minimal difficulty: Yes [ ] No [ ]

Appropriate use of computer: Yes [ ] No [ ]

Problems encountered:

Comments.

Recommend to others: Yes [ ] No [ ]

Reviewed by: Date:

Institution:

A. CONTENT

Please circle either Y (Yes), N (No) or NA (Not Applicable).

1. Key concepts defined

2. Learning objectives clearly stated

3. Content accurate and current

4. Content relevant

5. Content free of stereotypes and cultural bias

6. Content organized and clearly presented

7. Scope and depth of content appropriate for intended use

Comments:

Y N NA
Y N NA
Y N NA
Y N NA
Y N NA
Y N NA
Y N NA

B. SUPPORT OF THE LEARNING PROCESS

1. Consistent with curriculum
2. Instructional design evident
3. Instructional design acnieves purpose
4. Student participation promoted

Y N NA
Y N NA
Y N NA
Y N NA

BEST Cr AVAILABLE
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Evaluation provided:
Formative Y N NA
Surnmative Y N NA

Feedback:
Objective Y N NA
NOM Y N NA

Varies with user imput Y N NA

Comments:

C. USER APPEAL

1. Captures and sustains user interest Y N NA
2. Can be used independently with minWnal instruction Y N NA
3. Adepts to user input Y N NA
4. Speed of presentation under control of user Y N NA
5. Is efficient of user time Y N NA
6. Protects privacy of user responses Y N NA

Comments:

D. TECHNICAL ASPECTS

1. " agrwri runs smodNy without glitches and blind loops Y N

2. Screen deploy is clear with consistent format Y N NA
3. ColorlsoundlanimationNideo/graphice used appropriately Y N NA
4. Capable of producing hardcopy. it needed Y N NA
5. Able to enter and exit program as needed Y N NA
6. Able to make minor modifications in content to match curriculum Y N NA
7. Able to adept hardware/software to make program operational Y N NA
8. Record keeping capacity adequate to meet future needs Y N NA
9. Docurnentation is clear and complete Y N NA

Comments:

E. PURCHASE CONSIDERATIONS
.m..4 pMM/1//./.1WMWpf.W......p..

1. Benefits/frequency-of use worth cost now and In future Y N NA
2. Duplicates existing materials available (i.e., filmstrip) Y N NA
3. Has mechanism tor keeping content updated as needed Y N NA
4. Requires additional instructional materials (i.e., workbooks) Y N NA
5. Vendor support available Y N NA
6. Purchase options:

sale
lease
site license/network
discount on muttide copies )

7. Ust institutions currently using'

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

Revised 1988

INote: This Software Evaluation Tool was developed by: Linda Speranza (seminar leader), Valencia Community College, C4rlando, Florida;
Kathleen C. Brown, University of Alabama at Birmingham; Frances C. Henderson, Alcorn State University, Natchez, Mississippi;
Kathleen J. Mikan, University of Alabama at Birmingham; Marilyn Ann Murphy, University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio;
Rose Merle Norris, Georgie State University; aledbeth K. Timor, Lynchburg College, Lynchburg, Virginia; Carol M. %%gas, Baylor Univer-
sity, Dallas, Texas.

10
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Experience

FIGURE 6

Guidelines tor Courseware Development

Deem Obi brishy program content and mehor objective& Explain why using the computer
will be significantly better than other ways of achieving the same dile:elves.

Provide deocription of author's background in content areaattach vita. What Is the
author's experience in inetructional design in general, and software design in particular?
Has the author worked on other software projects in ony cegecity? If the author is an ex-
perienced programmer, what languages me used? If the author has developed any soft
ware, even If it is on a completely different topic, attach a copy.

The =Dem Who will be using the program? What skills or knowledge arks users expected to have
related to content and computer use?

Instructional design Describe the instructional strategies and program designs to achieve objectives and
make effective and creative use of the computer. Give as much detail as possible
about the objectives end instructional design of the program. What type of pro-
gram tutorial, drill and practice, simulationwill it be? What kinds of feedback,
prompting, or other help wet the program present to the user? What kinds of
responses, for example, multiple choice, fill-ins, open-ended, will the program ac-
cept? How will the program "branch" based on learner's responses?

If applicable, differentiate between feed:rock and evaluation provided in the teaching
and the testing parts of the program. What will be the basis for evaluation? Describe
differences, if appila bee, in evaluation information provided students and that sup-
plied instructors.

Provide examples of the sombre the users will ese including the use of color and graphic&

Hardware What languaos will the author use to write or have the software //Mien in? WM the
author be able to program specifically for both the IBM-PC and ripple Ile? Others?

Documentation What manuals or instructions will need to be provided to the instructor and/or student?
Will the documentation require figures and odor/

Innovation Give free rein to the knagination. Describe how the pregram will use the capabilities of
the oomputer to produce a new approach to learning the content.

Source: Jeanne Hallanhan, J. B. Lippincott Company, 1996.

Software Holdings
In 1987, a questionnaire, which contained 119 selected computer applications (Appen-

dix 2), was administered to determine the software holdings of undergraduate college-
based nursing programs. The results indicated that the schools (n=156) owned and used
a variety of packages. The packages reported most frequently were related to clinical ap-
plications 'Table 1).

Several institutions had extensive holdings-more than 100 different applications,
the holdings at most institutions numbered between 2 and 15. Twenty of the ques-
tionnaires (not included in the count) indicated computer software was not available
for student or faculty use. A few of these programs were reviewing applications;
however, most lacked funds for any purchases.

Faculty Commitment and Involvement
Successfully incorporating computer technology in a nursing curriculum depends

on its "fit ' with faculty images of themselves, their perceived (and actual) roles, and
their prior experiences with different instructional media. Technophobia (fear of
machines in general and of computer technology in particular) cannot be ignored. It is

11
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TABLE 1

Software Holdings Reported Most Frequently by College-Based
Nursing Programs in SREB c`ntes

Percent of
Programs
(n = 156)

Nursing Diagnosis (Lippincott) 38%
Nursestar (Mosby) 36
Clinical Simulations (MEPC) 33
Apple Works (Apple) 31
Mr. Jones: indigestion (Saunders) 29
Calculate with Care f_ippincott) 27
CAI Nursing Research (Mosby) 26
Mr. Richardson: Newly Diagnosed Diabetes (Saunders) 24
Mrs. Shlikraut: Terminal Stages of a Malignant Disease (Saunders) 23
Mrs. Gates: First Hospitalization (Saunders) 22
Mrs. Sims: Hemonhoidectomy (Saunders) 22
Mrs. Merra: Liver Disease (Saunders) 22
Apple Writer (Apple) 20

ultimately related to fear of unemployment or job displacement, dehumanization,
and depersonalization. Thus, it is important to discern faculty beliefs and attitudes
about computer technology early.

The computer may represent status, authority, power, or increased workloads. For
some faculty, being "informed" is sufficient. These individuals never tend to use the
computer to any great extent; yet, it must be visible in their offices. Other faculty
believe the computer will only increase their workloads because they will be expected
to perform more of their typing tasks. Of course, there are those persons who value
the technology es a personal and professional tool and, easily adaptable to
technological advances, have little, if any, difficulty using a keyboard.

Commitment to computer use as an instructional and personal tool depends upon
the state of readiness of the individual user. When the individual decides the
technology "fits," participation in various learning activities will be more mean-
ingful. Therefore, it is important to determine the variations in states of readiness of
faculty (and student) groups when planning for the introduction of computers.

Prospective users must be able to operate the equipment and feel comfortable in
doing so. Therefore, computers must be accessible and available for users to have
hands-on experiences and opportunities to practice some of the basic steps of com-
puter use under the tutelage of more experienced computer users in nonthrep.tening

12



environments. The novices need to inquire about "things they want to know and are
too embarrassed to ask"; slightly more experienced users may need to affirm what
they have learned by trial and error.

Although 41 faculty will not be at the same level of readiness to use the computer,
the total faculty needs to be kept informed of the various phases of implementation.
This strategy helps to prevent the establishment of "powerhouses" within faculty
groups. "Early adopters" are important people who can help others recognize the
relative advantages of computer use by demonstrating the usefulness of the
technology. However, their enthusiasm and interest in computers can be overwhelm-
ing and threatening to other faculty.

Often, faculty interest in computer use is stimulated and sustained if they can
observe and participate in some of the activities that will help them become more effi-
cient and productive. Word processing is an extremely useful tool that helps faculty
capture an important resourcetime. Being able to focus on the tasks of written ex-
pression rather than on those of getting papers typed, corrected, and retyped is an
easily recognized time-saver. Few faculty writers who are comfortable with a
keyboard are likely to give up a computer willingly.

The timesaving benefits of computers, however, are not instantaneous. Too often,
faculty and administrators set unrealistic performance expectations because they
fail to allow sufficient "training" time. Even proficient computer users need time to
learn how to use different computer systems and special applications. Yet, there is a
tendency to expect substantial output from the novice computer user after one
workshop. The pressurereal or imaginedto produce impedes mastery of necessary
computer skills.

Competency in word processing aLto provides a good introduction to other com-
puter applications. Faculty may venture into other software applications (graphics,
spreadsheets, communications) as a result of their positive experiences with word
processing. Developing competence in using the tool and experiencing some of the
benefits of the technology encourage individuals to seek expansion of its use.

Incentives for becoming computer-competent are important elements in the promo-
tion of faculty involvement and commitment. These should be visible and appealing
to faculty. Institutional policies influence the extent to which some incentives can be
granted. However, acknowledging the accomplishments of nurse educators who
strive to become competent, providing release time, demonstrating interest in fac-
ulty achievements, identifying and securing resources to help faculty become rumnpe-
tent, and becoming computer-competent are examples of the measures some ad-
ministrators use. Promotion, tenure, and salary increases are other factors faculty
believe should be considered.

The tools of the trade in an information society are computers and keyboards. Peo-
ple who don't know how to use computers will be at a disadvantage. The activities
and reports of faculty participants in the regional project indicate movement toward
a future when computers will have a more prominent role in the delivery of nursing
education. Ine-orporation of this technology into the curriculum demands a focused
direction, willingness on the part of administration and faculty to take risks, and suf-
ficient staff to monitor programs and support staff training.

The sustained interest in the continuing education activities sponsored by the
regional project affirms the interest and commitment of nurse educators in the
SREB states. It also confirms the need for strong networksni ional, regional, and
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local to promote and assure development of computer competence. Assessments of
project activities highlight the networking opportunities that are available at all
levels. Often, these opportunities were viewed by individuals as the most significant
activities. The Resource Directory, first published by the project in 1986 and revised
in 1987 anet 1988, helped to facilitate the development of "networks" throughout the
region. Through meetings, publications, projects, and contact with other computer
users, nurse educators will continue to extend their imaginations, recognize the op-
portunities the technology can create, and use the technology to achieve educational
and personal goals.



Summary of Project Activities
The SREI3 proposal, funded March 1, 1985, addressed the diverse applications of com-

puters in nursing education. The major purpose of the three-year project was to provide
continuing education in computer technology for nursing faculty in college-based nurs-
ing programs in 15 Southern states (Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Liuisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia). Specific project objectives were to:

Provide basic decentralized continuing education workshops on the use of com-
puter technology in nursing education.
Conduct assessment of the regional need for computer programs to support the
curriculum in associate degree and baccalaureate programs in Southern colleges
and universities.
Provide advanced seminars on the use of computers as an instructional tool for
specific topics.
Establish a regional and local network for sharing information about the
systematic implementation of computer-supported nursing education.

Activities
Basic Workshops

The design for the basic workshops was based on a master plan and
"model" developed by Kathleen J. Mikan, Professor and Director of Learn-
ing Resources, University of Alabama at Birmingham School of Nursing.
The master plan (Appendix 3) contains objectives and suggested content
for each of the five basic workshops conducted at six host institutions.
(Following discussions with the coordinators, the plan was modified [Ap-
pendix 4]. The revised plan is built around three basic workshops instead of
the original five.)

Collectively, the 27 basic workshop objectives address major implementa-
tion issuesresources, faculty development, support servicesrelated to
incorporating computer technology in nursing education. Upon completion
of the series of workshops nurse educators were expected to be able to:

Identify the impact of computer technology on society, health
care, and nursing care.
Identify major trends in nursing's use of computers in administra-
tion, practice, research, and education.
Identify factors to consider in setting realistic goals for computer
use.
Apply a model for systematic implementation of computer-
supported education.
Incorporate computer technology as a tool to strengthen teaching
and learning activities in nursing education.

The "model" for systematic implementation of computer-supported educa-
tion (Appendix 5) consists of the following 12 necessary actions:

Establish need.
Organize early adopters.
Survey local computer resources.
Establish computer-user support group.
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Conduct faculty development sessions.
Determine faculty and administrative commitment.
Determine curriculum applications.
Select software and hardware.
Plan for user interaction.
Manage computer support services.
Evaluate benefits and effectiveness.
Expand computer applications.

The basic workshops were planned to meet the needs of faculty with littleor no
experience in using computers. A key activity was the "hands-on" experiences
for the workshop participants to practice some of the exercises discussed in
workshop sessions, become more familiar with the components of computer
systems, and to overcome some of the "fears" about handling the equipment.
This feature of the workshops was valued highly by participants, who could
"experiment" in a nonthreatening environment with assistance from col-
leagues and proficient users. Since computers were limited at most of the host
sites, participants worked as teams of two (sometimes three by choice). The
team approach seemed to be an effective way to assist individuals who might
otherwise be hesitant to use the equipment.

Conferences and Seminars.
Two regional conferences and four seminars were planned for faculty with ex-
perience in using computers. These activities were designed to address broad
implementation issues and concerns specifically related to computer use in
nursing education. For example, concern about the evaluation of software for
instructional purposes in nursing, development of software using existing
authoring programs, and expanding networking capabilities via electronic
systems formed the basis for the seminars. Regional conference themes
focused on the use of computers as personal and professional tools to
enhance teaching and learning activities.

Settings
Thirty basic workshops were hosted at the following six institutions which were

selected on the basis of available resources to conduct the required activities and
geographical location.

University of Alabama at Birmingham
Univeraity of Florida (Gainesville)
University of South Carolina (Columbia)
University of Tennessee (Memphis)
University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston
Virginia Commonwealth University at Richmond

The nurse administrative head at each site appointed a nurse educator who was a
proficient computer user to coordinate the five two-day workshops. The coordinators
invited many nursing and non-nursing faculty to help implement workshop plans.

The two regional conferences were held in Atlanta, Georgia, at the Terrace Garden
Inn. Two of the four seminars were held at SREB headquarters in Atlanta; the re-
maining twoone eachwere at Alcorn State University (Natchez Mississippi) and
Louisiana State University Medical Center (New Orleans).
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Profile of Participan-ts
The activities were designed for, but not limited to, faculty teaching at the

undergraduate level in college-based nursing programs. Workshop attendance in-
cluded representation from the 15 SREB states as well as five non-311E8 states.
More than 1,200 people (collectively) attended project activities, i.e., workshops, con-
ferences, seminars; over 5,000 nurse educators received publications and reports.

Initially, the basic workshops were limited to three faculty from each program-
based on anticipation that this team would attend the entire series. However, the
constraints of scheduling and budgets prevented strict adherence to this require-
ment. Release time and funding were major deterrents influencing "repeat" atten-
dance. However, there was a high level of faculty interest and participation
throughout the project.

Data from a "profile form" (Appendix 6), administered at tFe first and last
workshops, provide information about the participants' level of computer experience
and perceptions of their computer skills. The majority of the participants were fac-
ulty, though some deans and directors attended the workshops, conferences, and
seminars. Although the range of computer use varied, the level of computer skills
within this group was higher than expected (Table 2). Many of the nurse educators
were proficient computer users who attended the basic workshops to document their
skills and "network" with other computer users in the region.

Word processing was the most frequent use reported by a majority of the
workshop participants in 1985 and in 1987. Other uses included test scoring, record-
keeping, and calculation of grades.

The primary reasons for workshop attendance (cited on the 1985 forms) refer to the
need for lmowledge about computer use and computer applications, for example,
"become more computer literate," "identify specific computer applications for nursing

TABLE 2

Levels of Computer Use by Percent

1985

n = 315

1987

127

Unfamiliar 17% 4 %

Beginning familiarity 31 1 4

Operate 34 33

Instruct others 2 14

Beginning programming skills 6 8

Own comnuteduse at home 32 55

Own computerluse at work 5 13

Use (school-owned) at work 41 65

Expect students to use in:
nursing courses 28 42

clinical settings 10 15
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education courses," "learn about available software." These reasons are manifest in the
kinds of questions asked during formal and informal workshop sessions. In 1987, par-
ticipants mentioned post-project activities to "upgrade my skills" and plans to "take a
formal course" or "attend workshops" as measures to become more informed and profi-
cient in the use of computers as professional tools.

Participants' Plans for Implementation
Workshop participants developed a plan (Appendix 7) that delineated those objec-

tives and activities to be achieved following each basic workshop. This activity
served several purposes. First, it helped to promote faculty involvement and commit-
ment to the project. Secondly, it encouraged faculty participation in the design of a
systematic plan, since the content outline for the plan related to concepts of the
"model." The action statements could be classified according to the broad headings
of the plan.

Frequently, several faculty from the same institution worked on the plan as a
teaman action encouraged to promote continued faculty involvement in the home
setting. The coordinators allotted time at each workshop for individuals to report on
their progresshurdles overcome, problems unsolved, successes realized. (The coor-
dinators agreed to provide phone consultation as needed between workshops.)

Overall, the plans reflect the enthusiasm, frustrations, and aspirations of the par-
ticipants. A primary concern evident in most statements of objectives focused on a
need for training sessions to help faculty learn how to use the computer, how to select
software, and how to incorporate the technology in the curriculum. Initially, the objez-
tives centered on outcomes for the nursing program. Later, the focus shifted to"per-
sonar development, i.e., self improvement with courses, scheduled practice sessions,
and mastery of specific software packages. Few, if any, plans referred to curriculum
revision or review to determine an appropriate "fit" with the technology. The con-
straints of time and money are inherent in all plans. Examples of responses according
to the major headings (Figure 7) document some of the prominent themes.

Progress Reports
Workshop participants submitted a progress report (Appendix 8) at six-month in-

tervals. This form requested information about accomplishments, problem areas, and
the unintended outcomes. Collectively, the reports indicate the participants were try-
ing to achieve their objectives. Because of unforeseen circumstances a few par-
ticipants revised some objectives. Examples (Figure 8) from some of the reports at-
test to the accomplishments.

Faculty interest was greater than expected. One report indicates there "was more fac-
ulty interest in a campus workshop than spa( mould accommodate." The reports indicate
that "personal initiative," "receptiveness of _acuity," " administrative support," spatial
arrangements," and "available funds" were factors facilitating the accomplishments.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this regional effort confirms the need for strong networks to pro-

mote and assure development of computer competence. The appropriate use of the
technology in educational and health delivery setttings will benefit educators.
students, and consumers of health care. Through meetings, publications, and special
projects, nurse educators will continue to extend their imaginations, recognize the
o, tvortunities the technology can create, and use the technology to achieve educa-
tional and personal goals.
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FIGURE 8
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Appendix 1
Survey Results

compu.,, -Jac by Nurse Administrative Heads
(by Iype Program)

Check the responee that ind; mem the extent of YOUR knowledge about computers.

2

A
fi=10

Highly knowledgeable 20%

Limited knowledge 60
Little knowledge 20

Have you used the microcomputer for any purpose?

AB
18

28%
61

11

13

11

45%
36
18

BH
16

31%
56

135

Total
number
55
17
30

8

Percent
of totel

31%
55
15

Total Percent

A AR B RH number of total
5=10 18 11 16 55

3

Yes responses 90% 89%

Are YOU currenth, using a microcomputer in the nursing program'

91% 94% 50 91%

Total Percent

A AB H RH number of total
n=10 IS II 16 55

Yes responses 801 59% 91% 94% 49 SPA

4 If yes, do YOU use microcomputers for any of the purposes listed below? Check al/ that apply to you.
Total Percent

A AB B RH number of total
n=10 18 11 16 55

Word procesaing 70% 78% 91% KR% 45 62%

Spreadsheets 40 44 55 63 28 51

Reports 60 56 55 69 33 60

Date management 20 56 55 56 27 49

Data analysis 20 44 36 63 24 44

'fteruitment 17 45 38 14 25

Do you have a computer at home'
Total Percent

A AR fl BB number of total
n=10 18 II 1fi 55

Yes response. 50% 39% 55% 88% 32 58%

What percent "f your work is done with a computer?
Total Percent

A A B B RH number of total
n=10 18 11 16 55

None 10% 6% 9% 6% 4 7%

Lees than 5% ao 11 36 31 14 25

Between 25 and 50% 30 72 55 25 26 47

Between 51 and 75% 20 II 25 5 IS

Between 76 and 95% 10 9 19 5 9

Between 96 and 100% 13 2 4

7 If you are not tieing computer. do you plan to use one'
Total Percent

A AR H RH number of total
n=I0 I 5 11 16 55

S.

Yes responses 10% 6%

Circle the response that indicates your level of interest in using computers

9% 61 4 7%

10= none: 5= high)
Total Percent

A AB It HI1 number of total
n.10 15 11 16 55

1
WC 1 2%

2 6'c 1 2

3 20% 6 6 4 7

4 20 22 9 19 10 18

5 60 67 52 69 38 69

Title position
Total Percent

A AR H BB number of total
n.lo Is I I 16 55

Dean 10% 17'c 1Pol 445 13 24%

Director 440 44 36 20 36

Chairman 6 9 2 4

Program director 28 44 12 22

Faculty 10 6 27 13 7 13

Note: A

Associate dean

s, Associate Degree Programs

9 1 2

AB = Asa:rime and Baccalaureate Progrents
= Haceekureate Programs

RH = Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Pmgrems

21 PS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Appendix 2
Survey Results

Software Holdings in SRKB States

Administer (Mosby)
Aerosol Therapy (Medi-Sima)
Algebra Volume I-IV (Eduware)
Algebra Review

(Microcomputer Software)
Apple Works
Apple Writer
I.pple Writer II
Arterial Blood Gas Inte-pretation (Medi-Sims)
Bookends (Sensible Software)
Buildirg Medical Vocabulary (Saunders)

CAI Nursing Reeeerc.i (Mosby)
CAI Pharmacology (Mosby)
Calculate with Care (Lippincott)
Care of Pediatric Patient with Heed Injury

(Educational)
Care of Patients with Diabetes

(Educational)
Chemistry (Compress)
Chest Suction (Nursing Education Software)
Chest Physiology (Medi-Sims)
Chest Trauma Amassment (Medi-Sims)
Clinical Simulations (MEPC Software)
Computer Animated CPR (Debra Case)
Computer Review for NCLEX-RN

(National Nursing Review)
Computer Simulations in Clinical

Nursing (Saunders)
Mr. Jones: Indigestion
Mr. Richardson: Newly Diagnosed Diabetes
Mrs. Shilkraut: Terminal Stages of

a Malignant Disease
Mrs. Gates: First Hospitalization
Mrs. Sims: Hernorrhoidectomy
Mrs. Marra: Liver Dieesse

Computerized Nursing Skills Simulating (Lippincott)
CPR Drugs (Educational)

Dosecal (Mosby)
Dose Calculation (Saunders)
Drug Calculations (Computer Resources)
Drug Interactions (Saunders)

Elements of Mr mil Terminology
(Applied Micr iyetems)

Enbasic: Authoring System
(Compress)

Encephalon (Andent Inc.)
Exploring Medical Language (Mosby)

5 Computerized Nursing Skills
Simulation (Lippincott)

Fluid and Electrolyte EApert (Saunders)
Food and Nutrition (Heshi Computing)

GRE (Krell)

Health Education: Measuring BP (AJN)
Healthy Living (Heshi)
Humidity Therapy (Medi-Sims)

Indirect Blood Pressure Measurement (AJN)
Infection Control (Heshi)
Introduction to: (Lippincott)

Behavioral Objectives

A
81

8
1

0

1

23
16
9

13
0
5

2
6

26

3

2
0
1

0
0

33
0

13

26
23

20
14
19
19
9
1

4

2
1

1

2

0
0
3

10
1

3

0

1

1

0

0
2

8

10%
1

1

28
20
11

16

6

2
7

32

4

2

1

41

16

32
28

25
23
23
23
11

1

5
2
1

1

2

4

13
1

4

1

1

2

10

B
69

9
0
0

0
25
14
11

5
3
5

20
11
13

0

1

0
6
0
1

15
2

10

17
13

14
14
14
14
10

1

6
2
0
2

2

0
1

2

7

0
1

1

0
3
0

0
1

12

13%

36
20
16
7
4
7

29
16
19

1

9

1

22
3

14

25
19

20
20
20
20
14

1

9
3

3

3

1

3

10

1

1

4

1

17

AB
6

3
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
3
3

0

0
1

1

1

1

3
0

0

2
2

2
2
2
1

2
1

1

1

0
0

0

1

0
0

1

1

1

0

1

0
1

1

1

1

50%
17
17

17
17
17
17
17
17
17

33
50
50

17
17
17
17
50

33
33

33
33
33
17
33
17

17
17

17

17

17
17

17

17

17
17

17

I

Thiel
Nember

156

20
2
1

2
49
31
21
19
4

11

24
20
42

3

3
1

8
1

2
51

2

23

45
38

36
35
36
34
21

3

11
5
1

3

4

1

1

5

18
2
5

1

2
4
1

4

I 21

Permed
of Thiel

13%
1

1

1

31
ao

12
3
7

15
13
27

2

2
1

5
1

1

33
1

15

29
24

23
22
22
22
13

2

7
3
1

2

3

1

1

3

12
1

3

1

1

3
1

1

3
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A
81

B
69

AB
6

Ikea!
Number

156

Percent
rif lisial

Nurairte Diagnosis 32 40 26 38 2 33 60 38
Nursing Orders 11 14 15 22 1 17 27 17
Patina Data 7 9 11 16 0 18 12
Patient Problems 9 11 7 10 0 16 10
Nursing Gads 11 14 8 12 0 19 12

IV Ore & Two (Nursing FAucaUon) 4 5 6 9 1 17 1 I 7

Kent& (Nursing Education) 1 1 6 9 1 17 8 5

Managing Acute Problems in Patients with Chronic illness
(Saunders! 2 2 2 3 0 4 3
Material am Ilialt.h Nursing

(Lippincott) 2 2 5 7 1 17 8 5
Math Diagnoetkis (Krell) 1 1 0 I 17 2 1

Math Sldlls (EAV) 0 0 1 17 I 1

Microinstructor (Mosby) 3 4 6 9 2 33 11 7
McGraw-Hill Authoring System (McGraw-Hill) 2 2 2 3 1 17 5 3
Medical Surgical Nursing (Lippincott) 4 5 5 " 1 17 10 6
Mecbcal Surgial Nursing II

(141tincott) 1 1 3 4 1 17 5 1
Med Math (Lippincott) 5 6 2 3 0 7 4
Medal Health Concepts

(Barbara 'Moms) 0 2 3 0 2 1

Metric Mils I & II (EAV) 0 0 0 1 17 1 1

144icr(ptest (lippincott) 12 15 7 10 1 17 20 13
Mr. Friday (Concepts Unlimited) 1 1 0 0 1 i
Mr. Jay lOtnospts Unlimited) 0 0 0 0

Nesogastric Suction (Nursing Education) 2 2 6 9 i 17 9 6
Nantes dippthcottl 3 4 5 7 1 17 9 fi
Nurseetar (Moalri 24 30 28 41 4 67 56 36
Noising Examination Review (Addison-Wesley) 0 2 3 0 0 2 1

Nursing Management Simulations: Patients Undergoing
Surgery (Saimdere) 0 2 3 0 0 2 1

Nursing Research (Mosby) 3 4 12 17 2 33 17 11

Overdue '.. atar (EAV) 0 0 i 17 i i
Oxygen Thsupy (Mech-Sim) 2 2 0 1 17 3 2

Urinal), Elimination (Lippincott) 8 10 5 7 1 17 14 9

Patienta with Neurologic Problems (Lippincott) 1 1 1 0 2 1

Pediatric Nursing Ilippinco:11 4 5 4 6 1 17 9 6
Pediatrics in Primary Care (Saunders) 0 0 0 0
PFS File (Software) 7 9 15 22 1 17 23 15
Pharmacology I & 11 (Barbara Thomas) 0 1 1 0 1 1

Pharmacology (Mosby) 3 4 5 7 0 0 8 5
Pie Writer (Heyden) 0 0 1 17 1 1

Poit Op Care Simulation
IQ:incepts Unlimited) 0 1 1 0 1 1

Psychiatric Nursing (Lippincott) 2 2 5 7 1 17 8 5
Pulmonary Function (Msdi-Sim) 1 1 3 4 1 17 5 3
Quastbank (Mosby) 10 12 Ft 12 2 33 20 13
Reading Divnostics (Krell) 1 1 0 1 17 2 1

Reepiratory Anatomy (Medi-Sim) 0 1 1 1 17 2 1

Respiratory Expert (Saunders) 0 0 1 17 1 1

Sensible Speller (Sensible) 1 1 3 4 2 33 6 4
Sight Through Sound (Saunders 0 0 0 0
Statistical Concepts IMMO 0 0 0 0
Statistics (Human Systems) 1 1 1 1 1 17 3 2
Sugar (Nursing Education) 2 3 7 10 1 17 10 6
Superpilot (Apple 2 3 6 9 1 17 9 6
Swan-Gam Catheter Simulation

(American Edwards-Laboratories) 2 3 2 3 0 4 3
Test Authoring Program (Addison-Wesley) 8 10 8 11 0 16 10
Test Generatcr (Big G) 0 1 1 1 17 2 1

Teat Master (Mosby) 0 0 0 1 17 1 1

Teetstar (Mosby) 10 13 12 17 3 50 25 16
Test Writer (Tommy Holton) 0 0 1 17 1 1

Thono kssessmmt (Medi-Sim) 2 3 0 1 17 3 2

Note A = Associate Degree Programs
B = Baccalaureate Programs
AB = Associate and Baccalaureate Programs

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Appendix 3
Continuing Nursing Education in Computer Technology

Master Plan for Basic Workshops
(Original Plan, 1983)

WORKSHOP 01

TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

TOPICS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Moving into the Age of
Computer-Supported Nursing Education

identify impact of computer technology on society, health care, and nursing care.

Identify major trends in nursing's use of computers in administration, practice, research, and
education.
Identify specific applications of microcomputers in education in general and nursing education
in particular.
Apply a model for systematic implementation of computer-supported education.
Recognize problems and issues inherent in computer implementation.

Describe basic components of a computer system.

Computerization: A Society in Transition
Computers in Health, Education, and Nursing
Systematic Implementation of Computer-Supported Education
Concurrent Sessions

Basic computer literacy
Tour
Hands-on Experiences

Facilitating Computer Implementation
Implementation: Establish the Need
Implementation: Administrative Considerations
Implementation: Faculty Development
Future Visions - Future Offerings

WORKSHOP 02

TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

TO. S:
1

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Computers as Instructional Tools

Identify advantages and disadvantages of microcomputers as instructional devices.
Describe applications and potential uses of computers in nursing education.
Delineate factors to consider in setting realistic goals for computer utilization.

Examine existing computer programs appropriate to nursing education.
Determine factors influencing decisions about computer hardware and software.

Nursing Education Applications: The State of the Art
Computer Implementation: Getting Started
Getting Started: Software Decisions
Concurrent Sessions

Available Nursing Programs (Demonstration and Lecture)
Basic Computer Literacy (repeat from Basic Workshop 011
Hands-on Expe-iences

Getting Started: Hardware Decisions
Getting Started: Faculty Involvement
Getting Started: Some Success Stories
Emerging Needs
Planning for continued implementation
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WORKSHOP 03

TITLE: Software Selecticn, Production, and Evaluation
OBJECTIVES: Identify factars to consider in selecting instructional software.

Delineate computer program characteristics that facilitate learning.
Articulate the pros and cone of developing computer programs using local resources.
Describe the process of developing computer programs.
Identify ways the computer can be ussi as an instructional design of evaluation tool.
Formulate an approach to evaluating computer software.
Recognize legal and ethical issues related to publications of computer programs.

TOPICS:
1. The Instructional Interaction-How People Learn from Computers
2. Selecting Software that Facilitates Lemming
3. Modifying Programs to Meet Learning Needs
4. Developing Instructional Pmgrams: The Pros and Cons
5. Program Development: Process, Decisions and Designs
6. The Computer as an InstrucWinal Design Tool
7. The Computer as an Evaluation Tool
8. Evaluation of Computer Programs
9. Ownership and Pubbcation of Computer Programs
10. Planning for Computer Implementation and Program Development

WORKSHOP 04

TITLE: Special Computer Applications in Nursing Education
OBJECTIVES: Describe diverse instructional uses of the computer.

Relate databases, electronic spread sheets, and word processing programs to instructional needs
in nursing.
Formulate plans fcr implementing specific applications in nursing education.
Identify computer applications that interact with other media.
Identify curriculum problems and issues relative to computer applications.

TOPICS:
1. Expanding the Instructional Capabilities of Computers
2. 1%tabrure Information Systems for Nursing
3. Electronic Spreadsheet Applications in Nursing
4. Special Applications of Word Processing in Nursing Education
5. Computer Courses within Nursing
6. Interaction of Computers with Other Media
7. Integrating Diverse Types of Computer Programs Within Nursing Curricula
8. Expanding Computer Implementation

WORKSHOP 05

TITLE: Managing Computer-Supported Education

OBJECTIVES: Identify problems and issues in managing computer-supported instruction.
Assess barriers to computer integration within nursing education_
Describe research on effectiveness of computers in health care, education. and nursing.
Identify cost and learning effectiveness of computerized instruction.
Recognize management principles inherent in managing computer-supported nursing education.

TOPICS:
1. Managing Computer-Supported Nursing Education Successfully.
2. Getting the Most from Available Resources.
3. Diversifying the Use of Computers in Nursing
4. Creative Applications of Computers.
5. Computer Impact: Changing Role of the Nuree.
6. Computer Impact: Changing Role of the Educator.
7, Educational Administrative Programs.
8. Nur ing Information Systems.
9. Effectiveness of Computerized Instruction.
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Appendix 4
Continuing Nursing Education in Computer Technology

A Master Plan for Basic Workshops
(Revised April 1987)

WORKSHOP #1
Fatcilltating Computer-Supported

Nursing Education
Why. Where. and How To Begin

OBJECTIVES
Identify impact on society, health care, and

nursing co-,
Identify major trends in the use for nursing

administration, practi'!e. research and
education

Apply model for systematic implementation.
Describe applications and potential uses.
Recognize implementation problems and issues.
Determine factors influencing hardware and

soft ware decisions.

CONTENT

Computerization: Society. Health Care. Nursing
Practice, and Education in Thansition

OverviewHistory of computers
Uses in society
Impact on nursing practice and education

Systematic Implementation of Computer-
Supported Education

A model for systematic implementation of
computer-supported nursing education

Computer Implementation: Getting Started
Key factors
Setting realistic goals
Organizing resources

Software Hardware Decisions
Opt ions
I,ocation
Support services
Security factors
Personnel

Faculty Involvement
Commitment
Access
Thaining
Incentives

Imple .ntation Issues and Problems
Equipment,
Access
Training
Resources

33

WORKSHOP #2
Computers As Instructional Iktols

OBJECTIVES
Identify advantages and disadvantages.
Identify software considerations.
Delineate characteristics that facilitate

learning.
Formulate an approach for software evaluation.
Examine existing programs.
Consider pros and cons of developing your

own software.
Observe legal and ethical practices related to

ownership and publication.
CONTENT

Nursing Education Applications
Computer-assisted instruct ion
Computer-managed instruction
Educational effectiveness
Specific applications

Software Selection
Characteristics of quality software
Available nursing applications
Compatibility: equipment. curriculum, users

Software Evaluation
Criteria
Peer review system
Learner interaction
Forms

Software Development
Advantages and disadvantages of

developing own programs
Selection of content
Necessary resources

Legal and Ethical Issues of Computer
Programs

Copyright
Contracts
Institutional policies
Faculty rights

WORKSHOP #3
Special Computer Applications

in Nursing Education

OBJECTIVES
Describe diverse instructional uses.
Identify ways to use the computer for

instruction and evaluation.
egrate computer applications within the

curriculum.
Identify cost and learning effectiveness of

computerized instruction.

CONTENT

Computer-Supported Nursing Education:
Expanding the Applications

Generating information
Research
Increased productivity

Nursing Information Systems
Existing databases
Electronic bulletin boards

Computers as Instructional Tools
Design considerations (graphics, slides,

transparencies)
Evaluation purposes
Philosophical and ethical issues
Interaction with other media

Integrating Diverse Computer Applications in the
Nursing Curriculum

Faculty acceptance
Thsting the new approaches
Cost/benefits analysis
Learneribenefits analysis
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Appendix 5
Model for Systematic Implementation of
CA3mputeruSupported Nursing Education

1. stablish need

The need for computer-supported nursing education will be evident when it meets local educational-needs and pro-
vides learning opportunities beyond those currently available. Basic knowledge about computers and their opera-
tion is essential for understanding computer applications in nursing education.

2. Organize early adopters

Faculty involvement is essential for computer integration within the curriculum. Change is facilitated by early in-
volvement of individuals who have demonstrated interest in computers.

3. Survey local computer resources

Knowledge about local computer resources and applications Ls vital to establishing support for school of nursing
computer utilization.

4. Establish computer-user support group

The ever-changing nature of computer technology and of educational applications demands continual sharing of in-
formation. Support groups help to keep individuals informed of evolving changes.

5. Conduct faculty developmert sessions

The more knowledgeeble faculty are about computers the less threatened they will be by them. Faculty understan-
ding ia essential to successful use of computers for educational purposes.

6. Determine faculty and administrative commitment

Faculty and administrative commitment to the use of computers is necessary if computer use is to be schoolwide.
Administrative commitment of capital and staff resources is essential. Adequate faculty time to select/develop/
modify programs is paramount to successful computer use within a curriculum. Faculty incentivesand rewards in-
fluence personal development productivity.

7. Determine curriculum applications

Multiple educational applications are possible within the various components of nursing education. Goall and
operational objectives that clearly define the mission of computers within the overall educational program mustbe

established. Potential computer applications need to he assigned priorities based on curriculum needs and the
resources available :Ai implement them.

8. Selection of hardware and software

The purposes for which the computer will be used determine the types of hardware and software needed. Purchase
decisions about hardware and software need to be based on selection criteria and on plans for user interaction.

9. Plan for user interaction

How computer resources will be made accessible to learners' use must be determined. Users need to be motivated to
use computers and be provided guides to facii:' dte ease of learning. User orientation and ongoing assistance are
essential in maintaining proper and effective use.

10. Manage computer support services

Organizational resources are needed to keep the computer support system functioning efficiently and effec-
tively. Funds must he budgeted annually for computer personnel. materials, equipment, and maintainance.

11. Evaluate benefits and effectiveness

Continuation of computer development and use is dependent upon cost and benefits. Documentation of costs
and of benefits gained in terms of time, productivity, learning, and/or better use of resources is vital for con-
tinued growth and sustained use.

12. Expand computer applications

Computer-supported education will continue to grow. Computers will be used in conjunction with other
technologies to strengthen learning. New, innovative applications of computers in nursing ed.,cation will he
forthcoming. Computers will change the way nurses work and learn in an information society.
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Name of participant

Appendbi 6
Basic Workshop Participant's Profile

Title

Name & address of school Telephone ( I

Type of Nursing Program(s) at your institution:
AD , Baccalaureate
AD/Baccalaureate

1. My reason for coming to this workshop is:

2. My primary relationship with computers in my school is: (Select best response)
Dean/Director of School of Nursing
Director/Coordinator of Media or Learning Resources
Nursing Faculty Member
Media Personnel
Computer Programmer_ Computer Coordinator
Other-please specify

3. Check the phrase which best describes your present level of computer expertise.
(Check only one)

Unfamiliar with computers
Have begirming familiarity with computer literacy
Can operate the computer (load and run some programs)
Can load and run most computer prograiiiii-

___ Able to instruct otiin the use of computers
_ _ Have beginning programming skills

Can write nursing programs
Am experienced nursing programmer_ Other-please specify

4. Which of the following statements is/are true for you? (Check all that apply)
Used a computer as part of my course work as a student
Own a personal computer. use it at home
Own a personal computer. use it at work

_ Use a school-owned personal computer at work
Use a mainframe computer at work
Use a minicomputer at work
Assign/expect nursing students to use the computer as part of nursing course work
Assign/expect nursing students to use the computer in the clinical setting
Am developing a computei literacy course for nursing students
Am teaching a computer literacy course to nursing students
Am developing computer programs for use hy nursing students
Am developing computer programs for sale, eventually to a publishing firm
Other-please specify

5. Does your university or college have YES NO , DONT KNOW
microcomputers available for use by
students enroliecl in majors other than
nursing (e.g., math, science, engineering)?

6. Do nursing majors at your school YES NO 1)ON'T KNOW __

receive any of their pre-nursthg or
non-nursing instruction through the
useOrinicrocomputers?

7. Do nursing majors at your school receive
any of their nursing instruction through:

a. microcomputers? YES NO DONT KNOW _

b. minicomputers? YES NO DONT KNOW
c. mainframe computers? YES NO DONT KNOW
If yes, please identify the number of
undergraduate nursing courses that
require students to use a computer.

_
*Responses are confidential. No individual or school will be identified by name in any report of this project.
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8. Do staff nurses in the clinical agencies used
by yoTiFschool of nursing use computers for
nursimpurposes on a regular basis, e.g.
order entry, nursing notes, care plans,
scheduling, lab reports?
If yes, what percent of these clinical
agencies currently expect staff nurses
to use computers for nursing purposes?

None 51-70'1
1-10"'( 71-90'1
11-3Ou'r 91-99'7
31-50u1 IOW;

YES NO DON 'T K NOW

9, Do your nursing students use computers in the YES NO DON'T K NOW
clinical agencies during their clinical learn-
ing experiences?

10. Does your nursing program currently YES NO DON'T KNOW
have its mini microcomputers avail-
able for instruction in nursing courses?

If yes, please identify where the nacro-
computers are located that support
instruction in nursing courses:

Within Nursing bulding
Part of campus computer

facility

11. If you do not have computers available
now, do you expect to have micro-
computers available for nursing instruction
within the next year?
If expected. please identify:

Name (Apple, etc.)

Name (Apple, etc, Numlwr

flow Many?

YES NO DON K NOW

12. Does your school of nursing have YES NO IX)N'T KNOW
microcomputers available for indirect
instructional uses, eg, administrative?

If yes, what indirect instructional uses are
being made of micmcomputers in your school?

Word processing
Student datairecords.
Electronic spreadsheets
Calculation of grades
Preparation of graphicst ranspa rendes. slides
Test scoring/grading
Recruitment data
Test construction
Generation of reports
Forecasting/projections
Ihta management
Data analysis
Authoring programs
Othersplease specify

13. What percentage of your undergraduate nursing programs is currently taught through t he use of microcomputers?
None Between 51''; and
Less than Vi Between 76/-; and 9FO'i
Less that 25'1 Betwn 96''; and 100/

. Between 25(1 and
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Appendix 7
Plan to Enhance Computer-Supported Education

DIRECTIONS: By responding to each of the items below, develop a plan to enhance
the utilization of computers in your School of Nursing during the
next six months as a result of your participation in this basic
workshop. All information will be kept confidential. No individual or
institution will be identified in any report.

Name of institution:

PROBLEM OR NEED (Identify a problem or need related to the implementa-
tion of computer-supported education which you
would like to resolve/meet in the next six months.)

STATE OF AFFAIRS (Briefly describe what the problem/need is like at this
particular time.)

PROPOSED OBJECTIVES (State in measurable behavioral terms what you hope
to accomplish in the next six months.)

PROPOSED ACTIVITIES (Describe what you intend to do to achieve each objec-
tive listed above.)

RESOURCES (Describe what resourceslocal or nationalyou
think you might use to help you accomplish each ob-
jective listed above.)
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DIRECIIONS: Please complete
one page for EACH of your objectives.
three. Use bTXof page or attach
additional pages if needed. All
information will be kept confidential.

Six Month's Progress Report

YOUR ORIGINAL OBJECTIVE: (Please copy in this space one of the original objectives from your "PLAN TO ENHANCE
COMPUTER-SUPPORTED EDUCATION" form.)

Has this objective changed in the last six months? Yes No If yes, please restate new objective here:

ACTIVITIES RESOURCES DOCUMENTATION/
EVIDENCE

UNINTENDED
OUTCOME(S) FACILITIES DIFFICULTIES

Describe what
was done to
achieve this
objective:

Describe what
resources you
used to achieve
this objective:

Describe what evidence
(outcomes) you have to
document the accom-
plishment of the
objective:

Describe what
unintended out-
comes emerged:

Describe what
facilitated your
achievement of
this objective:

Describe what
difficulties you
encountered in at-
tempting to achieve
this objective:

Developed by Kathleen J. Mikan, 1978.
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